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Thank you Alley and Darien and thank you to everyone that's here at this webinar. My name is 
Roland from the Bay Area Anti Repression Committee. We formed during occupy Oakland 
around 10 years ago and we provide support for actions that are against white supremacy, 
capitalism, colonialism, and other oppressive systems. We do political education, we provide 
information and referrals, and we also run a bail fund. 
 
We are not lawyers, none of us are lawyers, but we work closely with the San Francisco 
National Lawyers Guild and in particular the hotlines that operate through there. Please again 
ask questions throughout while I'm talking in the chat and I'll do my best to answer them. 
We've done a really good job of this so far, but I want to say that since the questions are just 
coming up publicly, make sure that when you ask questions you don't say anything that 
incriminates yourself or anyone else. 
 
So that just really means if you really wanted to talk about a specific situation, talk about it 
hypothetically/just don't talk about the specific situation. And if you have any questions about 
what that means, hopefully, what I'm going to talk about will answer that and also you can ask 
in the chat. 
 
I have the Anti Repression Committee contact info on a later slide. Tonight I'll be talking about 
ways to support arrested comrades and some basics of navigating bail and the legal process, 
some of which Alley and Darien covered a little bit. And so I apologize if there's some overlap. 
 
So again and above all else, just do not talk. The idea here is to not like police your activity, but 
to you know, help each other to keep doing what we need to do in order to continue resisting 
fascism and anti-Black racism and patriarchy and the state and the repression that all those 
things bring. And resisting all these things while bringing as little repression as possible upon 
yourself and others. Repression can be really scary but remember that it generally means that 
what you're doing is working, right? That they would bring that upon you. 
 
So again, no matter how much they pressure you, you are not legally required to speak to any 
law enforcement. Other than the stuff that Alley and Darien were already talking about when 
you're under arrest you only need to give your legal name and probably your birthday and 
address. You do not need to discuss the specifics of your case or your arrest while you're in 
custody. They are definitely listening and trying to get anything out of you. Anything and 
everything you say will be used against you and if federal agents contact you while you're in or 
out of custody, you're not legally required to talk. They're gonna pressure you and make you 
feel bad, but you do not need to say anything. A great thing to practice saying is this phrase "I 
have nothing to say to you and my lawyer will contact you" and if you're like "I don't have a 
lawyer" you're in luck because there's the NLG.  
 
So these are the hotline numbers that you should know [jail hotline number: 415-285-1011, 
general hotline: 415-909-4NLG]. If you write anything down from the presentation please write 
these down. You can call these numbers to access free legal support and community bail funds. 



These are the phone numbers for the Bay Area, if you aren't sure if where you stay qualifies as 
the Bay Area or if you're definitely outside of the Bay Area there may be other NLG numbers for 
you to call, but also you can still get in contact with the NLG or with us the Bay Area anti 
repression committee, and we'll do our best to refer you. 
 
So to call while you're in custody, this phone number only works from within jail, 415-285-1011. 
The number to call in to report an arrest, so either you've been cited and released or you've 
watched someone get arrested call the public hotline 415-909-4NLG. It's very helpful if you get 
the legal first and last name and date of birth for the person who's arrested, it just helps you 
move along the process faster. Another phone number to know is the FBI hotline number, you 
can call this number if the FBI visits you or any other federal agents visit you at your home, 
workplace, or school, wherever, you can call 415-285-1041 for support. 
 
Before I get into this slide the hotline is an important place to call because it's a great place to 
get guidance, information about your case, and we can document arrests for like legal and 
historical/infrastructural reasons. The people who operate the hotline are very well trained, 
and they'll give you the information that can help you, and they'll also put you in contact with 
community bail funds, which we run one of many. So just to be very clear the Bay Area ARC Bail 
fund exists to help people who don't already have their own resources to pay bail or bond. And 
while we never discourage people from making their own fundraisers for any support needs, 
remember that this fund is for you if you need to get out of jail after an arrest at any Bay Area 
anti-racist, anti-fascist, anti-capitalist, anti-colonial, etc, protests related activities. 
 
And we really specifically don't say activists or protesters because a lot of people that we end 
up supporting don't identify themselves as activists or protesters but they were arrested 
related to a protest situation. So we are so we honor a diversity of tactics. We will support you 
if you are somebody who just doesn't have their own resources. Here's our contact information 
if you have any question our email address, and you can look at our website, we have a contact 
form on there too. 
 
Just a quick note on crowdfunding, I know Alley and Darien touched on this a little bit but it 
might feel like the most helpful thing to hear that your friend got arrested and immediately 
start crowdfunding for their bail. While it's one thing again to crowdfund for support reasons 
other than a bail fund just remember that there are a lot of these bail funds that exist that 
already have the money to help your friend and you know the thing with these crowdfunding 
websites is they don't give you your money right away most of the time. And sometimes there's 
a risk of doxing right so if you use your person's photo or name that runs the risk of potential 
doxing and we want to avoid that so just know that that these funds are ready to support the 
people that get arrested. 
 
So now I'm going to go over some basics of navigating bail and the legal process after arrest. 
You might already know a lot of information, but this is just to get us all on the same page. So 
posting bail means going to the jail directly to post bail amount in full. We don't need a 



bondsman or cosigner. This isn't typically done because of high bail amounts although it has 
been done. Full bail amount is returned when the case is resolved. 
 
So posting bond though is when you are paying a bondsman a non-refundable amount 
approximately 10% (and this varies by bondsman) of the full bail to bail the arrestee out. So 
you're paying the bondsman this non-refundable amount, the bondsman basically fronts the 
full bail to the court and then this one requires a cosigner. So a cosigner again is required in 
order to post bond. This is a person who vouches to the bondsman that the arrestee will go to 
court, if the arrestee fails to go to court, the courts will then threaten the bondsman with bail 
forfeiture, and the bondsman will come for the cosigner for the full bail amount. The ARC, at 
least the Bay Area ARC, does not provide cosigners and having a cosigner actually is a really 
important way to way to move the bail process along. A lot of times what we're doing when we 
are trying to bail somebody out is looking for a cosigner, so we really recommend having one 
lined up before you head to actions. 
 
So arraignment is your first court appearance. Some things to know about your arraignment is 
that that cops will initially overcharge you to create high bails that are often reduced at 
arraignment. The DA decides what charges are actually formally filed. If you're in custody, 
depending on the state that you live in the law requires either arraignments to take place 
within 48 to 72 hours of arrests. This doesn't include weekends or holidays  which means it 
could be technically more than 72 hours, like up five days, for the person to be released from 
custody. If you're cited or bailed out before your in custody arraignment date, you'll be given a 
new arraignment possibly weeks or even months later. And if you are released from custody 
and not given an arraignment date, the DA has until the statute of limitations runs out to file 
charge and set an arraignment date, usually the statute of limitation is one to three years. It can 
be it can be longer, it really depends on the severity of the charge and this definitely differs 
between states.  
 
So here's some things we've noticed that have changed under the pandemic. Everything I just 
stated is true for the most part. Most of the time keep in mind that this whole system is set up 
to be confusing. So I'll be using words like generally and mostly but that is because sometimes 
they set these rules, and then they bend them to meet the state's desires or whatever. But 
these are some changes that we have noticed under the pandemic. We don't know how long 
these changes are in effect for and we don't know if they're gonna change these rules again, 
but generally speaking, out of custody arrangements are getting pushed back. So this means 
you got bailed out or you were cited and released before your arraignment. We've seen that 
people will have a court date on their citation and then they show up for court, and it's not 
happening, but actually if you call the DA you'll find that your date has been pushed back. 
 
In custody arraignments as far as we know recently have been generally on schedule. I'm going 
to speak a lot about Alameda County because that's primarily where we do our support work. 
So if you're a part of a different county, which I'm assuming a lot of people here are, I really 
recommend you look into what's going on there. And if you have any questions, I'll do my best 
to answer them, but in Alameda County most misdemeanor charges are generally reduced to 



one cent bail per charge during the pandemic. And mostly people charged with misdemeanors 
are being released from jail. Also in Alameda county, I'm assuming most counties, court is 
currently live streamed on the county website. Here is the website address 
[http://alameda.courts.ca.gov/Pages.aspx/live-stream], it's also on the resource list. It's a shit 
show. In the past we've encouraged people to pack the courts as a sign of support. I personally 
am not clear if packing a virtual court does much, but I don't see why it would hurt. And if 
anyone has any insights on that please let me know. 
 
So, just to back up a little bit, and I apologize, to reiterate some information, but I'll try to go 
through it quickly. So this is what typically happens if you are arrested at a protest. Your options 
are to be dearrested. I just think it's important to name that that's a possibility--we won't go 
into how. Cite and release "on site" and I have here on site in quotes because generally we see 
cite and release at the place of arrest but also in the Bay and Los Angeles and I'm sure many 
other sure many other places we've seen this past year people get taken to a completely 
different location and then get released without getting put into jail. Another option is cite and 
release after booking. And all these options do not require bail. Or you can be booked into 
county jail without citation. For this you need to post bail or bond to get out of custody. 
Keeping in mind that there is no cash bail in San Francisco. 
 
I personally, again not a lawyer, don't totally understand how that functions. I believe there is a 
risk assessment that happens where people swear or basically the DA will decide if you are a 
risk to the community or not and based on that release you or not. It is very unclear how that is 
done. Probably and definitely an extremely racist process. But this is just to say if you see 
people fundraising for bail in San Francisco just double check to see if they actually need that 
because for the most part there's no cash bail in SF, and I say for the most part because I don't 
know there could be exceptions because they're changing the rules all the time. 
 
So a little bit about cite and release. Again, this can occur at the arrest site or outside jail or in 
jail, and a release doesn't necessarily mean that charges are charges are dropped. 
 
If you have been arrested a great thing to do is to call the NLG hotline that was listed at the 
beginning of this presentation. Here is the number again if you need to write them down again 
[415-909-4NLG]. And as Alley and Darien stated you can find information on the status of an 
arrestee by calling the NLG hotline and checking the inmate locator. And generally at least on 
the Alameda County on inmate locator, if you see the word citation or a very low bail amount, 
it's very likely that your friend is getting released. Again for citation there's no need for bail 
money--a thing to internalize is just because you went physically to jail doesn't mean you need 
bail money because it could be this situation. 
 
Another option is if you are booked into county jail without citation, you can be bailed or 
bonded out before arraignment. This is if you use your own money or a community bail fund to 
get out of jail before your first court appearance. Before the pandemic the Bay Area anti 
repression committee policy was to usually not post bail or bond pre arraignment except in 
case of emergencies because bail is often lowered significantly at arraignment. But during the 



pandemics since it's really important, we are bailing people out as soon as possible. Which 
usually means as soon as a cosigner is identified--so again, having a cosigner lined up is really 
important. Charges may still be filed and arraignment will be pushed to a later date because 
you didn't have it while you were in custody. 
 
You can also be bailed out, bonded out, or released after arraignment, so this means being 
released on your own recognizance (OR) or using your own money or community bail fund 
money to get out of jail. You should just know that in the case of an OR an officer may conduct 
an interview with a person of the arrestees choosing to determine quote unquote ties to the 
community, so this would be questions about where you live, where you go to school, where 
you work. And the officer would compare that person's information to what the arrestee 
provides to see if it connects. We think that it seems less common during the pandemic? 
Unclear.  
 
If you see that no charges were filed, the DA can still file charges within that statute of 
limitations. So keeping in mind that no charges filed is really different from charges being 
dropped. Right, so that statute of limitations is generally one to three years in California. 
 
Sometimes we're unable to pay bail or bond, meaning you were placed on probation or parole 
or out of county hold or ICE hold. Or you may decide not to pay the bail or the bond. We don't 
bail people out without their consent. So if somebody's mom or partner calls us and is like 
please bail this person out, but that person, either we've been in contact with or their lawyer or 
the NLG hotline has been in contact with, said they don't want to we will not bail them out and 
vice versa. If somebody in jail calls us and calls the hotline or whomever and says they would 
like to be bailed out, but they have a person in their life, maybe their cosigner saying I don't 
want to bail this person out, we will do our best to still get that person out because we will do 
what the person in custody wants to do. 
 
So anti repression work doesn't end once you leave a protest, but when the person is released 
from custody. It's always time to prepare for potential ongoing state and federal state 
repression and talk with your community, your friends, your crew, about how to support each 
other through that, keeping in mind that the state will disproportionately target Black people, 
brown people, and homeless and poor people. And knowing that repression can be isolation 
and traumatizing no matter how much experience you have. But always know that you are not 
alone. We have a really strong culture of solidarity here in the Bay, and I believe that is pretty 
widespread. Again, one of the most important things you can do to build that culture and to 
keep that strong is to never speak to the police or any law enforcement. Don't incriminate each 
other and offer the support that you have the capacity for. 
 
Here's some ways that you can some ways support people who are still in jail and not able to be 
bailed out. Maintaining communication is a really important part because again, facing state 
repression can be really isolating. But remember to never talk specifics about an arrest or case 
with that person in custody because again, they're listening and anything can be used against 
them. You can write to them regularly, keep money in their commissary fund, arrange phone 



calls, and you can plan solidarity actions with their consent and without further incriminating 
them. 
 
So an important note here is I'm not trying to police people's activities in terms of legality but 
rather how much they incriminate somebody. I guess just keeping in mind that an action's 
legality or illegality doesn't always determine how incriminating or not incriminating it is, right? 
Keep that in mind when planning solidarity activities of any kind. The pandemic means we have 
to be really creative, but I believe that we can do that. And you can let your friends know that 
they are not forgotten in lots of different ways. 
 
All of these topics can be whole day long trainings, but we're just slamming them in here in this 
very quick training. A lot of the resources that we have are posted on the resource list and also 
on the bay area anti repression committee website. You can find more about this stuff but here 
are some general tips for resisting repression overall. You want to build strong relationships 
based on trust and accountability. Not going to go further into that because that's a topic that I 
think is the basis of everything of everything we do, right?  
 
This one's more concrete. Make a plan with your household in case a federal agents comes 
knocking on your door. Talk to your roommates or whomever you live with a bit about the 
possibility of that and how you are going to act. You might in the moment not be able to do all 
the things that you've planned out, but at least talking about it will help you prepare somewhat. 
Again, do not talk to law enforcement and do not cooperate with grand juries. I think I put a link 
about grand jury resistance on our resource list but if I forgot, I will put that in the chat after 
our presentation. 
 
You can build affinity groups and make plans for jail support, etc. meaning lots of different ways 
you can support each other in case of arrest. And at the end, at the very least, go to the action 
with a friend and have a cosigner lined up. And if no resources already exist in your area, maybe 
you're in a town where you can make your own anti repression crew, and I will put a link to one 
of our old zines that we wrote that talks about ways that you can do that. And there are many, 
many more tips out there, you can throw them in the chat, if you can think of more. To me 
another really important one is one is no posting incriminating images from the action. So a lot 
of what happens these days is law enforce will be combing through live streams, social media, 
everything, to find anything that they can to bring charges and repression upon people because 
they want to stop us because you know resistance works.  
 
More specifically if a federal agent contacts you, practice saying some variation of this with 
your roommates, with your comrades, with your friends. It's corny to say things out loud, but 
it's okay--just try it out. Get used to saying these phases:” I have nothing to say to you,” “I will 
talk to my lawyer and have them contact you.” Clearly convey your intent to stay silent. This is 
sometimes more effective than just physically staying silent. Ask for the agent's card if there is 
an agent that you can ask for a card from and after the interaction a really important thing to 
do is to document as much as you can about what happened, what was said, what questions 
they asked, what they looked like, things like this. 



 
There is a link on the resource list of a zine/pamphlet called "If an Agent Knocks" that is a really 
great resource for more detailed information about this. If you already have a lawyer you can 
contact your lawyer and if you don't, you can contact the NLG FBI hotline and even if you do it's 
a good idea to contact the NLG FBI hotline so you can fight the repression more effectively.  
 
That is it for me, here is some of our contact information. Again, please don't say anything 
incriminating in the chat here. Remember the CEO of Zoom cooperates with cops, so we don't 
want to give them anything. If you do have questions or need support of any kind you can 
totally email us.  
 


